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Tourism in figures

11.6% of GDP (2022)

85.2 millions of international 
tourists in 2023 

108.8 million € in 2023

166.6 millions of national tourist in 
2023

39.7 millions € in 2023

347.1 millions of overnight stays
in hotels in 2023 



Traditional surveys vs New sources of data

MNO data

Less cost

More 
granurality

No burden 
response

Variables: 
trips and 

overnights

Traditional 
surveys

High cost

Few 
disaggregation

Burden 
response

Variables: 
characterization of 

the trip



Measurement of National and Inbound Tourism from the position 
of cell phones

 Agreement with 3 MNOs:
- Telefónica
- Vodafone
- Orange

 Monthly data provided:
- July 2019 and so on

Main objective: Measure No. of tourist (resident and 
non-resident), broken down by origin and destination 
of trips.



Measurement of National and Inbound Tourism from the position 
of cell phones

 Work in cooperation with MNOs to adapt the 
information recorded in their databases to 
tourism concepts and definitions

 NSI Spain integrates the information sent by 
the three companies

 Great results for trips and overnight stays for 
inbound, outbound and internal tourism

 Work in progress: dealing with the distortions in 
the borders

 



Measurement of National and Inbound Tourism from the position 
of cell phones

Inbound – Outbound – Domestic Tourism
- Variables:

- Tourists
- Overnight stays
- Average stay

- Monthly

- Country of origin/destination (Inbound/Outbound)

- Origin/Destination at NUTS2, NUTS3 and municipality level (Outbound-Domestic/Inbound)

Only inter-province trips in domestic tourism

Confidentiality: INE only receives files with aggregated data                      
(we don’t have access to individual records nor can identify individuals).

Only cells with 30 tourists or more are published



Inbound tourism from the position of cell phones

World map: painting with colour intensity the countries of origin of tourists to Spain



Outbound tourism from the position of cell phones

Map for each continent, painting with colour intensity the countries of destination of 
tourists from Spain



Domestic tourism from the position of cell phones

Maps for municipalities, painting with colour intensity according the number of tourists 
and a graph for the main provinces of origin.



Future plans

MNO data for 
framework

Reduced sample 
in order to know 

the 
characteristics 

of the trip

Complemented 
with 

administrative 
data

Integrate MNO 
data into the 

official 
statistics



THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION

Alfonso.fernandez.bes@ine.es
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